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The war has raged since the beginning of time. Good and evil struggle for dominance and

control of the universe while Alex lays dying from cancer. He is only 12, too weak to rise from

the hospital bed where he has been for the last six months of his life. As he closes his eyes for

the final time he hears more than the monitors that beep and hum, more than his mother's soft

sobs. He hears the sounds of swords clashing, shouting, the grunts of ferocious effort and the

cries of the dying. Above it all is a strange melodic singing, foreign yet beautiful. When the

thread of his life finally breaks he opens his eyes and what he sees is...

About the AuthorBaby Professor showcases a collection of subjects that are educational for

kids to help them learn how to do something themselves, exactly how something is done or

how it came about. Children love to learn through attractive visuals and Baby Prof. is ideal to

get your child the head start he or she needs for the future. Our Motto - Learning is Fun, so

let's Make it Fun to Learn. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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by Camille DenaeDedicationTo Mike Adamsand for all the people struggling to find their purpos

e in the battle.DisclaimerThis book deals with what was once considered the greatest science

of all, not biology or physics, not astronomy or anatomy or geology, but theology. The study of

who created us, of what God is like, of how we deal with him as we struggle to find our place in

the world. That's pretty weighty stuff and while this story is probably influenced by my search to

know and understand God, it is in no way an attempt to explain Him, the true nature of the

universe, angels, demons or any type of belief system, religious or otherwise. This story began

in my head from a conversation I had with a friend who jokingly said when he died he hoped to

get a chance to join the fight against the evil that plagues us all in life. That seed took root and

began to grow and the result is this book.Chapter 1The hospital room was finally quiet. The

only sounds were soft sniffles. Alex lay in the bed too weak to move. Leukemia had robbed him

of his strength; the chemo therapy and radiation had stolen his hair and made the last year of

his life miserable. He knew the end was coming soon. The doctors had stopped coming by

several times a day. Now even the nurses had finally stopped coming in at all hours, they only

made their appearance to administer medication. They had even removed most of the monitors

and wires that had for so long been like shackles that held him in place. He hurt all over, but

the pain medication made everything numb so that he only felt a dull sense of the agony the

cancer was causing. He was fully awake and his mind was clear of the narcotic fog that usually

made everything seem miles away. He couldn't remember the last time he was able to see and

think so well.“Mom,” he said, his voice a horse whisper.“Yes, sweetheart,” said his mother.She

had been the one sniffling. She was doing a great job holding back the tidal wave of grief that

she felt over losing Alex. She raised her head from the bedside where she had been leaning

over in prayer. She was giving him a beautiful smile. Alex had always loved his mom. It had just

been the two of them for most of his life. His father had been killed in the Iraqi war when Alex

was just a little baby. Now she would be alone and that thought made Alex's hope that his

death was near a little less welcome. But the suffering had gone on too long for any escape

from the pain, nausea and constant poking and prodding by doctors, to be anything but a relief.

His mom was being brave for him and it made him love her even more.“I love you, Mom,” he

said.“I love you too honey,” she said as tears ran silently down her cheeks. “I love you so, so

much my brave little man.”“I think it's almost time, Mom. I'm ready and then you can go home.

You won't have to worry about me.”“Oh, Alex,” she said and the sob caught in her throat.“Do

you have anything you want me to tell Dad when I see him?”Alex's mother felt like her heart

would stop from the pain. She couldn't speak for a moment. She had to hold back the gut

wrenching sobs that she knew was coming. She didn't want to ruin this moment with her little

boy. It might be her last.
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edicationTo Mike Adamsand for all the people struggling to find their purpose in the battle.Discl

aimerThis book deals with what was once considered the greatest science of all, not biology or

physics, not astronomy or anatomy or geology, but theology. The study of who created us, of

what God is like, of how we deal with him as we struggle to find our place in the world. That's

pretty weighty stuff and while this story is probably influenced by my search to know and

understand God, it is in no way an attempt to explain Him, the true nature of the universe,

angels, demons or any type of belief system, religious or otherwise. This story began in my

head from a conversation I had with a friend who jokingly said when he died he hoped to get a

chance to join the fight against the evil that plagues us all in life. That seed took root and began

to grow and the result is this book.Chapter 1The hospital room was finally quiet. The only

sounds were soft sniffles. Alex lay in the bed too weak to move. Leukemia had robbed him of

his strength; the chemo therapy and radiation had stolen his hair and made the last year of his

life miserable. He knew the end was coming soon. The doctors had stopped coming by several

times a day. Now even the nurses had finally stopped coming in at all hours, they only made

their appearance to administer medication. They had even removed most of the monitors and

wires that had for so long been like shackles that held him in place. He hurt all over, but the

pain medication made everything numb so that he only felt a dull sense of the agony the

cancer was causing. He was fully awake and his mind was clear of the narcotic fog that usually

made everything seem miles away. He couldn't remember the last time he was able to see and

think so well.“Mom,” he said, his voice a horse whisper.“Yes, sweetheart,” said his mother.She

had been the one sniffling. She was doing a great job holding back the tidal wave of grief that

she felt over losing Alex. She raised her head from the bedside where she had been leaning

over in prayer. She was giving him a beautiful smile. Alex had always loved his mom. It had just

been the two of them for most of his life. His father had been killed in the Iraqi war when Alex

was just a little baby. Now she would be alone and that thought made Alex's hope that his

death was near a little less welcome. But the suffering had gone on too long for any escape

from the pain, nausea and constant poking and prodding by doctors, to be anything but a relief.

His mom was being brave for him and it made him love her even more.“I love you, Mom,” he

said.“I love you too honey,” she said as tears ran silently down her cheeks. “I love you so, so

much my brave little man.”“I think it's almost time, Mom. I'm ready and then you can go home.

You won't have to worry about me.”“Oh, Alex,” she said and the sob caught in her throat.“Do

you have anything you want me to tell Dad when I see him?”Alex's mother felt like her heart

would stop from the pain. She couldn't speak for a moment. She had to hold back the gut

wrenching sobs that she knew was coming. She didn't want to ruin this moment with her little

boy. It might be her last.“Oh, baby. Tell him that I love him. Tell him to take good care of you or

else.”She tried to joke but it fell flat.“Don't be sad for me, Mom. I'm so happy that it's finally

going to be over.”“You aren't afraid?” she asked.“No, I'll be in heaven and I'll be happy. No more

tears, no more sickness, right?”“That's right baby.”Alex felt sleep coming. He could no longer

fight to stay awake or keep his mind clear. He didn't mind though, soon it would all be over and

he would be free again. He had total faith that he would go to heaven, even though there was a

little voice somewhere far back in his mind that said. . . what if? It was possible that there was

no heaven, no God, no eternal life. He had to admit that his life could be ending forever. It didn't

seem fair. He was only 12 years old after all. And four of his years had been spent battling

leukemia. The last six months he had been confined to this hospital bed. So even if there was



nothing after death, it would at least be a release from this pain.“Hold my hand, Mom,” he said.

Then he fell asleep.It took about two hours for his breathing to become labored. He fought for

each breath and his mother thought it must be like trying to breathe through wet fabric. There

was a gurgle in his rattling chest and his arms and legs twitched with the effort.Fortunately

Alex experienced none of the death pains his body was going through. His mind had pulled far

into itself to escape the agony. He was in a deep coma only minutes before death, when he

heard the sounds of a frantic battle around him. He tried to open his eyes and see what was

happening but his eyes no longer seemed to obey him. He was sure he could hear it; there

were growls and shouts and the clash of swords and shields. The shouting seemed to be in a

foreign language that was almost musical. His death came now, right as the fighting seemed

most intense. It was sudden, even though his mother would have said that she thought each of

his desperate breaths for the past hour would have been his last. She had been praying

frantically, begging for God to spare her only son, but her mind was constantly listening for the

next breath to be sure her baby was still with her.When Alex died he felt a snap and suddenly

the pain and the fog of morphine was gone. He opened his eyes and sat up on the bed. The

room was dim and although he could have looked at his ruined body or at his mother who was

still holding his lifeless hand and praying silently as she shook from sobs of grief, his attention

was riveted by two beings standing at the foot of his bed. He thought of them as beings, not

creatures, because it was obvious that they were not made of flesh and blood. Both were

glowing, one much brighter than the other, but both luminous. The brighter of the two was

smiling, his face the size of an adult but clear and bright, almost anxious; like a child on his way

to the park. There were no worry lines, no age or defect in what Alex thought of as skin. His

teeth were perfectly uniform, his hair was thick and full, falling to his shoulders but not a strand

was out of place. He stood at least six feet tall and looked in every way like a man except for

the hint of wings at his back. He wore a cloak open at the chest revealing the angular lines of

muscle. His arms were bare and his hands were folded on the foot rail of Alex's bed.The other

being looked tired. His face was smooth like his companion but his jaw was set hard and his

eyes pierced into Alex. This being had only a garment around his waist. His upper body

seemed to be covered with armor of some type that flowed over each shoulder and angled

down across his stomach so that it formed an X across his body. His arms though, were bare

and muscular.“Greetings mighty warrior!” spoke the dimmer of the two beings.“Alex Napleton,”

said the brighter being. “It is my pleasure to greet you. I am Felix and this is Mirdoc. We're here

to help you.”

“Oh, baby. Tell him that I love him. Tell him to take good care of you or else.”She tried to joke

but it fell flat.“Don't be sad for me, Mom. I'm so happy that it's finally going to be over.”“You

aren't afraid?” she asked.“No, I'll be in heaven and I'll be happy. No more tears, no more

sickness, right?”“That's right baby.”Alex felt sleep coming. He could no longer fight to stay

awake or keep his mind clear. He didn't mind though, soon it would all be over and he would be

free again. He had total faith that he would go to heaven, even though there was a little voice

somewhere far back in his mind that said. . . what if? It was possible that there was no heaven,

no God, no eternal life. He had to admit that his life could be ending forever. It didn't seem fair.

He was only 12 years old after all. And four of his years had been spent battling leukemia. The

last six months he had been confined to this hospital bed. So even if there was nothing after

death, it would at least be a release from this pain.“Hold my hand, Mom,” he said. Then he fell

asleep.It took about two hours for his breathing to become labored. He fought for each breath

and his mother thought it must be like trying to breathe through wet fabric. There was a gurgle



in his rattling chest and his arms and legs twitched with the effort.Fortunately Alex experienced

none of the death pains his body was going through. His mind had pulled far into itself to

escape the agony. He was in a deep coma only minutes before death, when he heard the

sounds of a frantic battle around him. He tried to open his eyes and see what was happening

but his eyes no longer seemed to obey him. He was sure he could hear it; there were growls

and shouts and the clash of swords and shields. The shouting seemed to be in a foreign

language that was almost musical. His death came now, right as the fighting seemed most

intense. It was sudden, even though his mother would have said that she thought each of his

desperate breaths for the past hour would have been his last. She had been praying frantically,

begging for God to spare her only son, but her mind was constantly listening for the next breath

to be sure her baby was still with her.When Alex died he felt a snap and suddenly the pain and

the fog of morphine was gone. He opened his eyes and sat up on the bed. The room was dim

and although he could have looked at his ruined body or at his mother who was still holding his

lifeless hand and praying silently as she shook from sobs of grief, his attention was riveted by

two beings standing at the foot of his bed. He thought of them as beings, not creatures,

because it was obvious that they were not made of flesh and blood. Both were glowing, one

much brighter than the other, but both luminous. The brighter of the two was smiling, his face

the size of an adult but clear and bright, almost anxious; like a child on his way to the park.

There were no worry lines, no age or defect in what Alex thought of as skin. His teeth were

perfectly uniform, his hair was thick and full, falling to his shoulders but not a strand was out of

place. He stood at least six feet tall and looked in every way like a man except for the hint of

wings at his back. He wore a cloak open at the chest revealing the angular lines of muscle. His

arms were bare and his hands were folded on the foot rail of Alex's bed.The other being looked

tired. His face was smooth like his companion but his jaw was set hard and his eyes pierced

into Alex. This being had only a garment around his waist. His upper body seemed to be

covered with armor of some type that flowed over each shoulder and angled down across his

stomach so that it formed an X across his body. His arms though, were bare and

muscular.“Greetings mighty warrior!” spoke the dimmer of the two beings.“Alex Napleton,” said

the brighter being. “It is my pleasure to greet you. I am Felix and this is Mirdoc. We're here to

help you.”“Help with what?” Alex asked.“Your transition,” said Felix.“It's time to make a decision,

Alex,” said Mirdoc. “Your mortal life is over.”“So I'm dead,” Alex said, a little afraid to hear the

words spoken out loud but confident that he knew the answer already.“Yes, we lost the battle

for your life,” said Mirdoc.“The battle?” Alex asked. “You mean the fighting I heard was

real?”Mirdoc nodded.“I thought I heard singing or something,” Alex said.“That is the language

of the Bright Ones,” said Felix. “You are speaking it now.”“I am? It sounds like English to

me.”“That's because English is all you have known. But now you shall see things as they truly

are. However, you must make a choice. It is time for you to leave your mortal life and move into

eternity.”“We could use a brave warrior like you,” Mirdoc said. “I know this is a lot to ask of a

twelve year old, but we need you.”“Need me for what?”“In the battle of course,” Mirdoc said

passionately. “The Dark Ones have grown strong again in recent years. There are fewer and

fewer of us left to hold back the tide of evil that threatens to engulf Earth.”“You see, Alex

Napleton,” said Felix soothingly. “When a mortal dies he must make a choice between moving

into eternity or staying to fight alongside the armies of heaven. It is an important choice

because once it is made it cannot be unmade. If you choose to stay and fight, then you will

remain here in the universe until the end of time when the King of Light and Laughter comes

and reclaims all that he has made. Likewise, if you choose to step now into eternity, you cannot

return to this existence until all is remade. So, now you must choose.”“I'm not sure I



understand,” Alex said. “You're saying that when people die they have to decide whether they

go to heaven or stay on earth?”“Well, not everyone has a choice of heaven, but essentially that

is correct. Those, like yourself, who believe in the Great Truth, Father of All Life, the Singer of

the Universe, can choose at their death to join him immediately. That is their right as his son or

daughter. Likewise those who have hardened their hearts and clung to the lie of the Great

Deceiver, their choice is to move immediately into the place of the dead.”“Who would choose

that?”“There are some,” said Felix sadly. “Some people who do not savor the evil of their lives

or despise the goodness of the Great Truth. They do not wish to spread their vile influence on

the innocent and so step into the eternity that awaits them.”“But most don't,” said Mirdoc. “Most

of them are insane or driven mad by the realization of their deaths. They are turned loose by

the Dark Ones to wreak havoc on the world. That's why we need you. It seems that as their

power grows, now their forces swell and ours dwindle.”“But what can I do? I'm just a kid.”“No,

you are much more than that,” said Mirdoc, his face glowing more brightly as he talked. “You

are a great strategist, a strong, creative, man of valor.”“No, I'm just a kid,” Alex argued.“You

used to be a child,” Felix said. “Now you are an eternal being like us, with no age and no limits.

But you are right in one respect. You have only the experience of a twelve year old mortal. Your

life was tragically cut short, so you must continue to become the person you were created to be

in eternity or in the great war. It is your choice.”Alex thought for a minute. He didn't quite

understand what was being offered to him. It wasn't exactly as neat and orderly as he had

learned in church or as his mom talked with him toward the end of his life in the hospital. He

had had real questions, the kind that made the volunteers at his church a little nervous. He had

wanted to know about what happened when a person died. His mother had taught him as

much as she knew, even though it varied from what their priest had taught. What the hospital

Chaplin said was even more different. Still, that was all moot now. Alex's mind was weighing his

options. He wanted to see God, even though the he had always been frightened at the

prospect of standing before his Maker knowing that God knows everything about him, every

bad thought, every lie he ever told. But there was something about staying and fighting that

appealed to him too. He couldn't put his finger on what it was, the thought was terrifying and

exciting at the same time.“Can you tell me more about staying here?” Alex asked.“Of course,”

Felix said. “There is still time.”“We've been in a war,” said Mirdoc, “ever since the Great Usurper

turned against the Truth.”“I remember that from church,” Alex said. “Didn't he take a third of the

angels of heaven with him? If there are twice as many good angels as bad ones, why do you

need my help?”“It's not as cut and dry as that sounds,” Mirdoc said. “Yes, the numbers add up

as you say, but most of the Light Ones are messengers carrying the words of Truth to the

faithful throughout the world. And there are those who stay and worship the Great King of Light

and Laughter, serving around his throne and in his Holy Temple. Then there are others that are

artists, great singers and composers, painters and creators, story tellers and more.”“The great

warriors of the Light are few and many have been imprisoned,” explained Felix.“Imprisoned?”

Alex asked. “What did they do wrong?”“They did nothing wrong,” said Felix. “But the enemy is

actively opposing them and their defeat leads to imprisonment in chains of darkness. Now, it is

time for you to choose.”“But I have more questions.”“I'm sorry, Alex Napleton, but this not a safe

place.”“And time's short, kid,” said Mirdoc.“Well, can you answer one last question, just one?”

Alex asked.Felix and Mirdoc looked at each other and nodded.“Can you tell me where I can

find my dad?Chapter 2“I'm afraid you can't see Captain Arnold Napleton,” said Felix.Alex felt

fear run an icy claw down his back. It was an odd sensation, more physical than emotional now

that he was dead and oddly enough, since he didn't seem to have a physical body

anymore.“Do you mean that my dad went to...” he was too afraid to finish the question.“No,



Alex Napleton, your father was a follower of the Great King, but he fell in battle and was

imprisoned in the world beneath.”“You mean my dad was taken to hell?”“Not hell, but Sheol,

the place of the dead. Mirdoc can explain all that to you if you choose to stay and fight. But

should you choose to step into eternity, the Light of the Great Life Giver will show you all.”Alex

was bewildered to say the least. He didn't know what to do. He hadn't expected to have to

make a choice, certainly not so quickly and with so little information. His mother had always

said to trust his instincts and that he could do anything. So while he wanted to see God, to go

to the place where there was no more crying, no more sickness or death, he couldn't turn his

back on Mirdoc and the need for him still in this world.“I guess I'll stay,” said Alex.Mirdoc

grinned and seemed to glow a little brighter.“Are you certain?” Felix asked. “There can be no

turning back.”“Yeah, I get that. I just feel this is the right choice.”“Very well, Alex Napleton. You

are in good hands. May the Great Father of Life bless you and keep you. May he make his light

shine upon you and give you victory.”Then Felix stepped back. His cloak ruffled while two large

wings unfolded. They weren't like the pictures of angels that Alex had seen in books or cards at

Christmas. There were no feathers like a bird's wings. The wings seemed to be covered in the

same flawless skin that Alex had seen on Felix's face, chest and arms. The wings weren't just

skin stretched over bone like a bat or even membrane like the pictures of dragons he had seen

in storybooks. The wings seemed muscular and strong, but smooth and alien and wondrous all

at once. He flapped the wings and shot up through the ceiling. Alex watched him go, amazed at

the sight and the fact that he could see through the ceiling and floors above him in the

hospital.When Alex turned back he found a group of angels around his mother, some poised

as if expecting attack. They had long straight swords and short, rectangular shields. Others

were bent over her, whispering in her ear, their arms draped comfortingly around her

shoulders.“Time to go,” Mirdoc said. “She's in good hands and staying here can be unhealthy.

The enemy will return soon and renew their attack. We need to find a safe place to get you

ready. Come on.”Alex stepped lightly down from his bed and tried not to look at this mother. He

could hear her cries, but it was as if she were far away. He didn't feel bad about leaving her for

some reason, even though he knew she was devastated. She wasn't alone, he could see that

now and leaving felt right somehow. So he walked around the foot of the bed and stood next to

Mirdoc.Mirdoc took hold of him under his arms and then spread two muscular wings. Alex

realized then that the strange armor covering the angel's chest was actually two wings. But

there were two more wings that hung straight down Mirdoc's back and now he spread them

wide.“Are we going to fly through the walls too?” Alex asked.“That's right,” Mirdoc said. “Here

we go.”With a mighty swoosh they sailed out of the children's hospital where Alex had spent

the last six months of his life. He had been on the fourth floor and they passed through the

window and wall effortlessly. There was a strange sensation that reminded Alex of walking

through a wall of falling water, which he had done once at a waterpark. Then they were sailing

through the air and Alex could feel the breeze ruffling his hair. He laughed out loud at the

thought of hair. He hadn't had hair on his head or anywhere else on his body in over two years.

But he did now. He looked down at his body and saw that he was wearing a kilt much like

Mirdoc's and a vest was covering his upper body. There were boots on his feet, sturdy looking

boots that he could barely feel but that came up to just below his knees where the kilt ended.

The clothes rustled in the breeze and he felt like shouting. He couldn't keep from laughing at

the wonder as they sailed out over the town. The buildings and people all seemed dim and

dark, like grass in late summer that was brown and lifeless.There were other angels; Alex could

see them glowing and could also see patches of what seemed like deep darkness. Alex

wondered about the darkness but he didn't want anything to distract him from the moment. He



had been inside the hospital so long he had forgotten the feeling of being outside. He knew that

it was January, but the air felt cool and clean, not cold but invigorating. He reveled in the

sensation of flying. He could feel the gentle tug of gravity, but it was more of a suggestion than

a law, just strong enough that he could tell up from down and feel the exhilaration of sailing

through the world.“Where are we going?” Alex shouted. He didn't need to yell, but couldn't

contain himself.“To a safe place,” Mirdoc said. “Somewhere the enemy won't bother us.”“Like a

church,” Alex said. “There's one over there.”“No, churches are just buildings like any other.

What we need is a person. Someone who is full of the Spirit of Light.”They sailed on and finally

came to a small home on the outskirts of the town. They dipped down through the roof and

came to a rest near a man who was busy working on a computer. There were two other angels

there, one was thin and intently whispering in the man's ear, the other looked like a warrior with

a long, oval shield. The two fighters embraced each other and laughed.“It's been a long time,

Mirdoc,” said the new angel.“Yes it has, Blisden, yes it has.”“You've got a new recruit with you I

see. A real fighter from the looks of him.”

“Can you tell me more about staying here?” Alex asked.“Of course,” Felix said. “There is still

time.”“We've been in a war,” said Mirdoc, “ever since the Great Usurper turned against the

Truth.”“I remember that from church,” Alex said. “Didn't he take a third of the angels of heaven

with him? If there are twice as many good angels as bad ones, why do you need my help?”“It's

not as cut and dry as that sounds,” Mirdoc said. “Yes, the numbers add up as you say, but most

of the Light Ones are messengers carrying the words of Truth to the faithful throughout the

world. And there are those who stay and worship the Great King of Light and Laughter, serving

around his throne and in his Holy Temple. Then there are others that are artists, great singers

and composers, painters and creators, story tellers and more.”“The great warriors of the Light

are few and many have been imprisoned,” explained Felix.“Imprisoned?” Alex asked. “What did

they do wrong?”“They did nothing wrong,” said Felix. “But the enemy is actively opposing them

and their defeat leads to imprisonment in chains of darkness. Now, it is time for you to

choose.”“But I have more questions.”“I'm sorry, Alex Napleton, but this not a safe place.”“And

time's short, kid,” said Mirdoc.“Well, can you answer one last question, just one?” Alex

asked.Felix and Mirdoc looked at each other and nodded.“Can you tell me where I can find my

dad?Chapter 2“I'm afraid you can't see Captain Arnold Napleton,” said Felix.Alex felt fear run

an icy claw down his back. It was an odd sensation, more physical than emotional now that he

was dead and oddly enough, since he didn't seem to have a physical body anymore.“Do you

mean that my dad went to...” he was too afraid to finish the question.“No, Alex Napleton, your

father was a follower of the Great King, but he fell in battle and was imprisoned in the world

beneath.”“You mean my dad was taken to hell?”“Not hell, but Sheol, the place of the dead.

Mirdoc can explain all that to you if you choose to stay and fight. But should you choose to step

into eternity, the Light of the Great Life Giver will show you all.”Alex was bewildered to say the

least. He didn't know what to do. He hadn't expected to have to make a choice, certainly not so

quickly and with so little information. His mother had always said to trust his instincts and that

he could do anything. So while he wanted to see God, to go to the place where there was no

more crying, no more sickness or death, he couldn't turn his back on Mirdoc and the need for

him still in this world.“I guess I'll stay,” said Alex.Mirdoc grinned and seemed to glow a little

brighter.“Are you certain?” Felix asked. “There can be no turning back.”“Yeah, I get that. I just

feel this is the right choice.”“Very well, Alex Napleton. You are in good hands. May the Great

Father of Life bless you and keep you. May he make his light shine upon you and give you

victory.”Then Felix stepped back. His cloak ruffled while two large wings unfolded. They weren't



like the pictures of angels that Alex had seen in books or cards at Christmas. There were no

feathers like a bird's wings. The wings seemed to be covered in the same flawless skin that

Alex had seen on Felix's face, chest and arms. The wings weren't just skin stretched over bone

like a bat or even membrane like the pictures of dragons he had seen in storybooks. The wings

seemed muscular and strong, but smooth and alien and wondrous all at once. He flapped the

wings and shot up through the ceiling. Alex watched him go, amazed at the sight and the fact

that he could see through the ceiling and floors above him in the hospital.When Alex turned

back he found a group of angels around his mother, some poised as if expecting attack. They

had long straight swords and short, rectangular shields. Others were bent over her, whispering

in her ear, their arms draped comfortingly around her shoulders.“Time to go,” Mirdoc said.

“She's in good hands and staying here can be unhealthy. The enemy will return soon and

renew their attack. We need to find a safe place to get you ready. Come on.”Alex stepped lightly

down from his bed and tried not to look at this mother. He could hear her cries, but it was as if

she were far away. He didn't feel bad about leaving her for some reason, even though he knew

she was devastated. She wasn't alone, he could see that now and leaving felt right somehow.

So he walked around the foot of the bed and stood next to Mirdoc.Mirdoc took hold of him

under his arms and then spread two muscular wings. Alex realized then that the strange armor

covering the angel's chest was actually two wings. But there were two more wings that hung

straight down Mirdoc's back and now he spread them wide.“Are we going to fly through the

walls too?” Alex asked.“That's right,” Mirdoc said. “Here we go.”With a mighty swoosh they

sailed out of the children's hospital where Alex had spent the last six months of his life. He had

been on the fourth floor and they passed through the window and wall effortlessly. There was a

strange sensation that reminded Alex of walking through a wall of falling water, which he had

done once at a waterpark. Then they were sailing through the air and Alex could feel the

breeze ruffling his hair. He laughed out loud at the thought of hair. He hadn't had hair on his

head or anywhere else on his body in over two years. But he did now. He looked down at his

body and saw that he was wearing a kilt much like Mirdoc's and a vest was covering his upper

body. There were boots on his feet, sturdy looking boots that he could barely feel but that came

up to just below his knees where the kilt ended. The clothes rustled in the breeze and he felt

like shouting. He couldn't keep from laughing at the wonder as they sailed out over the town.

The buildings and people all seemed dim and dark, like grass in late summer that was brown

and lifeless.There were other angels; Alex could see them glowing and could also see patches

of what seemed like deep darkness. Alex wondered about the darkness but he didn't want

anything to distract him from the moment. He had been inside the hospital so long he had

forgotten the feeling of being outside. He knew that it was January, but the air felt cool and

clean, not cold but invigorating. He reveled in the sensation of flying. He could feel the gentle

tug of gravity, but it was more of a suggestion than a law, just strong enough that he could tell

up from down and feel the exhilaration of sailing through the world.“Where are we going?” Alex

shouted. He didn't need to yell, but couldn't contain himself.“To a safe place,” Mirdoc said.

“Somewhere the enemy won't bother us.”“Like a church,” Alex said. “There's one over

there.”“No, churches are just buildings like any other. What we need is a person. Someone who

is full of the Spirit of Light.”They sailed on and finally came to a small home on the outskirts of

the town. They dipped down through the roof and came to a rest near a man who was busy

working on a computer. There were two other angels there, one was thin and intently

whispering in the man's ear, the other looked like a warrior with a long, oval shield. The two

fighters embraced each other and laughed.“It's been a long time, Mirdoc,” said the new

angel.“Yes it has, Blisden, yes it has.”“You've got a new recruit with you I see. A real fighter



from the looks of him.”Alex blushed at the praise from Blisden. He had never been picked at

school when it was time for sports. He was always a bit small and the cancer had been like a

wedge separating him and other people, especially those his own age. Adults had always

looked at him with pity as if he were helpless. For someone to say he looked like a fighter was

both thrilling and totally embarrassing.“Yes, I need to get him trained. I was hoping you would

help.”“Gladly,” said Blisden. “I don't see much action around here anymore.”“You can be glad for

that. The Dark Ones are getting more and more aggressive,” explained Mirdoc.“Well, we've

seen that before.”“Yes, but never with so few of us. If something doesn't change soon, we'll be

wiped out.”“The King of Heaven's Armies would never allow that to happen, we must have

faith.”“You are right, of course, but so many have fallen.”“True, but just think of how glorious

their rise shall be at the final battle.”Mirdoc smiled and clapped his friend on the shoulder. “Your

charge is rubbing off on you.”“His faith is beautiful and contagious. Now, shall we begin with

your new recruit.”“Yes,” said Mirdoc turning his attention back to Alex. “I suppose we should

start with your name.”“My name, what's wrong with my name?” Alex asked.“There is nothing

wrong with your name. Do you know what it means?”“No.”“It means defender of mankind,” said

Blisden.“Your name is no accident,” Mirdoc said. “You were meant to be a defender of mankind

but the enemy has tried to stop you. We must make up for that.”“What do you mean the enemy

has tried to stop me?”“There has been a battle over your life for a long time.”“You mean the

cancer,” Alex said.“I mean a spiritual battle. The enemy does not want you to fulfill your

potential. He has tried to stop you through death.”“So the devil gave me cancer?”“No, let me try

to explain things,” said Mirdoc. He and Blisden sat on the floor and Alex copied them. “The

world, the universe really, but let's stick to what you know, is flawed. It is not as the Great Truth

intended for it to be. It is like man, you are not as the Father of Light and Laughter created you

to be. Instead, you must learn to be that person, to embrace who you are. The world was

meant to be a place of joy and celebration, but evil has corrupted it, crippled and maimed it

until it is barely recognizable.”“You mean like pollution and cities spreading across the natural

beauty of the planet.”“Yes, that is a symptom, but the root cause of all evil, be it physical harm

to the planet or the twisting of truth or the great abuses of mankind, they are the result of the

Great Deceiver.”“You see, Alex,” said Blisden, taking up the lesson, his skin glowing brightly

with his passion for the subject. “The Deceiver was once one of us. He was the most beautiful

of all of the Great Life Giver's creations. In fact he was so beautiful, his talents so amazing, that

he began to crave the praise of the other angels. His pride began to blind him to the truth until

he actually believed himself above the Great Giver of Gifts Himself. Of course he wasn't, and

the Leader of Heaven's Armies threw the Usurper down. In his rage and malice, the Devil as

you call him, turned his hatred toward mankind and introduced evil into creation.”“Before this

happened the universe was perfect,” said Mirdoc. “But when the Deceiver tricked man into sin,

it corrupted the whole world, not just humans, but the very fabric of creation began to slowly

unravel.”“Why?” asked Alex. “Why did the actions of man change the universe?”“Because that

is the nature of evil,” Mirdoc explained. “Evil never just affects one person. It is never just one

isolated act. It effects everyone and everything around it. Do you know the second law of

Thermodynamics?”“The law of what?”“Thermodynamics,” Blisden explained. “The second law

of Thermodynamics states that all matter is moving toward entropy.”“In other words,” Mirdoc

continued, “everything is breaking down. The Laws of Thermodynamics state that all energy

and matter in the universe exist and cannot be created or destroyed.”“But it can change from

one form to another,” interjected Blisden.“Basically, human scientists speculate that the

universe is running down, like a clock that has been wound up but is slowly winding down. The

second law specifically states that all matter is slowly breaking down into simpler forms.”“Like a



sandcastle,” Blisden said. “Tell him about the sandcastles.”Alex looked up at the excited angels,

their glow growing brighter by the minute.“Did you ever build a sandcastle, Alex?” Mirdoc

asked.“Yeah, we went to the beach once.”“Okay, so did you notice any other sand castles that

maybe formed on their own?”“No, of course not,” Alex said.“Exactly!” Blisden shouted.“Calm

down brother,” Mirdoc said. “Sand castles don't make themselves because they are a complex

structure. Do you think your sandcastle is there on that beach?”“No, of course not” Alex

said.“No, the wind, the waves and tide, perhaps even some rain, all worked to break that castle

down. Now it's just sand again. The universe was once a perfect place, but now the effects of

evil are breaking it down. It's a slow decay, but that is what's happening. And the evil isn't just

marring the physical world, its real aim is to separate man from God. You had cancer because

your body was flawed and susceptible to mutation on the cellular level. But the Great God of

Life desired to heal you, to see you whole and well. But the Dark Ones, the minions of the

Great Usurper, held back that healing.”“You mean demons kept God from healing me?” Alex

asked.“In a way, yes,” Mirdoc said. “God could have healed you with a thought, he has that

power. But more often than not he entrusts us to carry out his work. Only we were not able to

break through the Dark Ones' attack to rescue you.”“So what you're saying is that God's will is

dependent on you?”“No,” said Blisden who was absolutely beaming. “That is the incredible

greatness of the Father of Life, that he allows us to be involved in his work. That is how we

grow into who he created us to be, through our successes and our failures. There is nothing

that happens that he does not foresee, no tragedy or loss that is not for the good of his

people.”“I'm not sure I understand. How can dying of cancer be good for me?”“I have no idea,”

said Mirdoc. “But the Great Truth knows all. Perhaps you will grow more fully into the person he

created you to be by dying young? Perhaps your mother needs to face losing you. Perhaps

your participation in the great war will tip the scales in our favor. We may never know why your

death at such a young age was for the good, but we can trust the One who is always good. The

Father of Light and Laughter, Author of your life and of time eternal, never gets surprised and

never loses sight of his children.”“And you are more than just a Bright One like us, you are his

child,” said Blisden. “You can do more than we could ever hope to accomplish.”“Yes, we'll get to

that soon,” Mirdoc said.“Wait, wait, wait,” said Alex. “This is just TMI. I need some time to

process.”“TMI?” Blisden asked.“Yeah, you know: too much information.”The smiling angel

nodded his head in a conspiratorial way and said, “I don't hear much slang around my charge.”

He pointed to the man who was at work on the computer. “His children are all grown.”Alex

nodded and walked away from the two angels who were sitting on the floor. He couldn't believe

what he was hearing; it was all so foreign and complex. He felt his mind racing to catch up to

the realities he now faced. The house they were in was modest, without much decoration. Not

that Alex really noticed much, the physical world was there but it seemed to Alex like walking

through fog. He could see the house, the furniture, the man on his computer, but they seemed

unreal somehow.“That's because it isn't important,” said a voice that was soft and inviting.Alex

looked around but didn't see anyone.“I'm here,” said the voice. “You can't see me because I'm

you. I'm the rational part of your brain that is trying to survive the cancer. You aren't dead yet,

only dreaming.”Alex closed his eyes and rubbed the palms of his hands against them. He didn't

know what to think of feel or believe. Everything just seemed so fantastic.“Think about, Alex,”

said the voice. “You don't really believe that God has some great plan for your death do you?

He doesn't care about you. That's why you're dying. He doesn't care about your poor mother or

that you never had a father. And now, after your valiant struggle with cancer he's going to let

you die.”“Shut up,” Alex said. “Just shut up.”There was a moment when the world seemed to

freeze and then suddenly Mirdoc and Blisden where on either side of him.“Did you hear



something?” Mirdoc asked.“I don't know,” Alex said.“I don't like this,” Blisden said.“Better make

sure your charge is safe,” said Mirdoc. “We knew this was coming sooner or later.”“What?” Alex

asked. “What's coming?”“The Dark Ones,” Mirdoc explained. “They always attack new recruits

soon after their transition when they're at their weakest.”“What do you mean?” Alex said as fear

once again tickled the back of his neck. “Are you saying that demons are coming after

me?”“Yes, and only you can stop them.”Chapter 3“What in the world are you talking about?”

Alex said, his voice loud and shaky. “I'm just a kid remember.”“No, you're a child of the King and

you have his authority.”“What does that mean?”“It means you can force the Dark Ones to flee.

But you have to believe in yourself. You must trust that the Great Giver of Life has entrusted

you with his authority.”“How do I do that?”“Have faith,” Mirdoc declared as he drew his sword. “I

had hoped that we would have more time but...”There was a scream that pierced the air and

made Alex feel like someone was pouring ice water down his back. He wanted to run and hide

but his arms and legs would not move. Then the walls of the house faded and six beings, all

luminous like Mirdoc came swooping in. They had short, curved swords and red eyes. Two

snarled at Mirdoc like rabid dogs and then charged him with their weapons held high. Mirdoc

dove to the side grabbing Alex by the arm.Suddenly they were flying again and as Alex looked

back he could see four of the attackers following swiftly behind them. Two were now fighting

Blisden who seemed to shine brighter as he whirled through the little home, his sword flashing

out like lightning to block, parry, thrust and slash. Soon Mirdoc had flown too far away to see

what was happening in the little house, but the four beings flying to catch them were

gaining.“Where are we going?” Alex shouted.“We need help,” Mirdoc shouted back. “I can't

protect you from four of them.”“But they're gaining on us.”“I know it.”“Well, what should I

do?”“Tell them to stop,” Mirdoc shouted.“Are you crazy?”“No, you have to do it.”“Just tell them to

stop?”“You have to believe that you have that right.”“Why would I believe that?”“Because you

are a child of Light and Laughter.”“I don't understand,” Alex cried.“I know, but you must try.”Alex

felt helpless and more than a little foolish. He did his best to keep his voice steady as he

shouted at their pursuers.“Stop!”The Dark Angels laughed and one of them imitated Alex with a

squeaky voice and childlike demeanor.“They didn't stop,” Alex said.
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